PreConference Feb 7th and 8th

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7th

5:30 - 7:00 p.m. Reception and Buffet Dinner with hosted bar* Spring Creek
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. Pre-conference Session 1 – Burgess Creek I

Introduction: Bill McElvev and Arie Y. Lewin

Presentations:

• Diana Day <dianaday@wharton.upenn.edu>, “The Monsanto Paradox.”

• Sarah Arens, Sheila Goins, Thomas Gruca, & Lopo Rego <Sheila-Goins@uiowa.edu>, “Competing Constituent Demands: The Case of Collegiate Athletics.”


• Xavier Casteñier <castaner@hec.fr>, “Managerial Response to Unsatisfactory Activity Performance: Developing & Extending the Behavioral Theory of the Firm.”

• Oliver Gottshcalg <gottschalg@hec.fr>, “Capability and Willingness to Perform: Why Existing theories of Competitive Advantage May be Underspecified.”

• Liisa Valikangas <lvalikangas@woodsideinstitute.org>, "The Challenge of Inventive Experimentation to Management Research ."

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8th

7:00 - 7:30 a.m. Breakfast – Burgess Creek II
7:30 - 11:00 a.m. Pre-Conference Session 2 – Burgess Creek I

Presentations:

• Tina Dacin <TDacin@business.queens.ca>, “Constructing and Extinguishing Traditions.”

• Deborah Dougherty <doughert@rbsmail.rutgers.edu>, “The Coevolution of Science, Technology, and Strategy in Everyday Practice: The Case of Drug Discovery.”

• Francesco Rullani <fr.ivs@cbs.dk>, "Explaining Leadership in Open Source Software Projects." 

• Hans Pennings <pennings@wharton.upenn.edu>, "The Evolution of Technology in the Imaging Sector Through the “Bricolage” of its Firms . " 
• Christine Wycisk, Bill McKelvey & Michael Hüelsmann < cwycisk@web.de >, “‘Smart Part' Logistics Systems as Complex Adaptive Systems: How Best to Manage the Scalability Dynamics of Interactive Learning Chips?”

• Antonio Vaccaro, Ronaldo Parente, & Francisco Veloso < vaccaro@andrew.cmu.edu >, “Virtual Knowledge Management, Innovation Capabilities, and Firm Performance.”

• Arie Y. Lewin, Silvia Massini, & Carine Peeters < ay13@duke.edu > < silvia.massini@mbs.ac.uk > < carine@duke.edu >, "Offshoring to Globalization of Human Capital."

Main Conference

Thursday, February 8

4:30-5:00 Greeting and Shepherding (Spring Creek Foyer)

5:00-7:00 Opening Plenary Panel: (Spring Creek) Organization Science Special Issue on Innovation at Multiple Levels of Analysis: Common Theme. Susan Taylor, Frank Rothaermel, Andrew Hess, Deepak Somaya and Ian Williamson

7:00-10:00 Poster Session I (Burgess Creek) food and drinks

Friday, February 9

7:00-8:45 Breakfast served in Burgess Creek II (guest welcome)

8:00-10:00 Plenary Panel: (Burgess Creek I) Innovation Studies. Alex Stewart, Creating Higher Order Capabilities to Achieve Strategic Innovation - Diana Day, Sources and Content of Academic Entrepreneurs' Mental Models of Startup Teams - Dan Forbes, The Light and Dark Sides of Venture Capital: How Powerful Organizational Actors Structure Learning and Innovation in New Ventures - Jeffrey Martin, Psychological and Organizational Factors Influencing Decision Process Innovation: The Role of Perceived Threat to Managerial Power - Kelly See and Robert Clemen

10:15-4:00 Winter Activities and other social networking

4:30-6:30 Plenary Panel: (Spring Creek) Identification and Measurement of Innovation. Terri Griffith, John Sawyer and Zur Shapira

7:00-10:00 Poster Session II (Burgess Creek) food and drinks (guest welcome)

Saturday, February 10

7:00-8:45 Breakfast served in Burgess Creek II (guest welcome)
8:00-10:00 **Plenary Panel** : (Burgess Creek I) Organization Science Research is more akin to the practice pathology: Can Organization Science Research be more like a laboratory of innovation? Liisa Valikangas, Arie Lewin and Nicolaj Siggelkow

10:15-6:00 Winter Activities and other social networking

6:00 **Dinner** (Burgess Creek) Social guests and family members are welcome

7:30-9:00 **Fireside Chat** : (Mountain View Foyer) The Eye for Innovation, Robert M. Price and Rich Burton

**Sunday, February 11**

7:00-8:15 Breakfast served in Burgess Creek II (guest welcome)

8:30-9:45 Collective Wrap-up: (Burgess Creek I) Light-hearted awards for innovations in method, theory, applicability, presentation, critiques, empirical advances, etc.

10:00-11:15 Editorial Commentary on implications for the advancement of the field and of the journal.

**CLOSING AND FAREWELLS, TRAVEL AND/OR OTHER WINTER ACTIVITIES**